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Protestantse Diaconie

Branding and Identity, Print Design, 
Digital Design
2020

Diaconie Amsterdam needed new, modern branding 
that captures their centuries of heritage while 
also remaining relevant in a contemporary setting. 
Using much of their existing colors and themes in 
their identity, this new branding exhibits the values 
that they’ve held throughout the ages: inclusivity, 
hospitality, boldness and optimism.

They also wanted designs to be developed from 
their new branding for all of their internal and 
external print media (letters, business cards, 
invites) as well as their social media channels 
(Facebook, Instagram (posts and stories)).

The full brandbook can be found here. 

https://files.pixpa.com/108998/1645701663326-4839.pdf
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Look Up Amsterdam

Branding and Identity, Print Design, 
Digital Design
2018

Along with the logo, the branding was designed 
to aid in the concept of Look Up Amsterdam -- a 
cultural center for tourists and locals to learn the 
deeper stories of Amsterdam in order to enrich their 
understanding of the city. The city’s stories are told 
through the tops of its buildings -- when they were 
built, to whom they belonged and what occupation 
the owners had and thus was an important motif to 
be brought into the logo. Likewise, the fresh blue 
color of sky and the open space of the branding, 
always pointing up, directs the viewer’s eye 
upwards in the search for a deeper understanding.

Look Up desired designs that echoed their new 
branding in form of business cards, signage for 
inside the store as well as outside, educational 
materials such as pamplets and digital invitations 
to their guest lecture talks.

The full brandbook can be found here. 

https://files.pixpa.com/108998/1645701700577-3254.pdf
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10K Research and Marketing

Branding and Identity, Print Design, Product 
Design, Website Design
2013 - 2015

10K Research and Marketing was a young, 
innovative, lively start-up that worked in real 
estate helping agents, brokers and agencies receive 
insightful and custom reports about their local 
market. Unfortunately however, the visual branding 
was old fashion, dull, dark (the logo was dark blue 
and brown) and uninspiring. Using their slogan 
“breathe life into data,” a new visual branding was 
created which infused bright colors, playful imagery 
and modern design to aid their already strong 
written branding.

This visual branding was implemented in the 
form of a new website, new logos (company and 
products), playful marketing material, catching 
email campaigns and vibrant internal design.

The full brandbook can be found here. 

https://files.pixpa.com/108998/1645701629050-9477.pdf
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Breathe life into data.

5750 LINCOLN DR, MPLS, MN 55436  |  952.908.2610  |  INFO@10KRESEARCH.COM

10KRESEARCH.COM

HELLO SOMEONE!

Chillwave Carles stumptown keytar 90's slow-carb. Flannel lo-fi fanny pack, authentic retro Vice Ameri-
can Apparel hashtag Echo Park banh mi synth. 90's High Life aesthetic, gentrify raw denim Godard 
gastropub narwhal vinyl Tumblr hashtag mustache meh Vice. Intelligentsia Schlitz 3 wolf moon biodiesel 
bicycle rights, Blue Bottle 90's Austin chia lomo slow-carb chillwave. Wolf pug organic 90's Blue Bottle 
letterpress next level paleo beard sriracha pickled, Tumblr post-ironic. Letterpress fanny pack craft beer 
Tumblr cray beard chia stumptown, pop-up fashion axe lomo forage seitan. Pop-up tote bag +1 Carles, 
actually drinking vinegar heirloom Blue Bottle occupy selvage raw denim dreamcatcher Tumblr master.

Bicycle rights single-origin coffee master cleanse Bushwick, farm-to-table flannel Portland High Life 
Intelligentsia Helvetica Tumblr salvia readymade. Authentic plaid actually farm-to-table, Blue Bottle wolf 
single-origin coffee ugh twee readymade slow-carb. Meggings tote bag tofu, pickled lomo flexitarian 
90's Brooklyn gastropub +1 gluten-free pug. Slow-carb Helvetica trust fund leggings biodiesel, mlkshk 
plaid shabby chic organic cardigan gastropub Intelligentsia messenger bag 3 wolf moon mixtape. Food 
truck tofu messenger bag chillwave, sartorial direct trade lo-fi +1 Etsy Tonx Wes Anderson chia. Next 
level viral Godard, locavore wayfarers lomo literally ennui Helvetica keytar hella. Put a bird on it Vice 
synth, flannel Tonx blog Portland Banksy brunch bitters typewriter direct trade Kickstarter gentrify.

Sincerely,
10K RESEARCH

Breathe life into data.

Compare
Several areas can be 
viewed by a variety of 
geographic parameters 
at once.

Share
Live charts, snapshots and 
even raw data are easily 
shared with others.

Customize
Housing variables, market 
metrics and geographic 
areas are all custom-fitted to 
your market.

Define
Charts can show the exact 
stats you want by defining 
time calculations, variable 
breakouts and graph views.

10KRESEARCH.COM

Q1: Why are 10K’s numbers different than what we’re 
seeing in our MLS?

A1: We utilize a special data-scrubbing “elimination 
algorithm” to purify your data. For example, if an agent 
accidentally entered a sales price of $77,777,777, they 
probably had a lot of showings that day and fell asleep 
on their keyboard. Similarly, an entry of 149,257 total 
finished square feet seems a might bit steep. We make 
sure those obvious errors are removed.

Q2: What happens if a field in our MLS system changes?
A2: Not a problem. Things change. We get it. Just let us 
know as soon as you can, and we will revise our back-
end data gathering processes to reflect the field change 
and pull data from only the new field.

Q3: How can we change areas that we report on?
A3: We can add or subtract counties or municipalities at 
any time. Just let us know.

Q4: What if I want to add new products or change the 
mix of products I’m receiving?

A4: We pride ourselves on customization and doing 
whatever it is our partners want done. Our advertised 
bundles are not the only ones available to you. You 
know your market area’s needs better than we do. 
Contact us to learn about customized packages and 
pricing.

Q5: How do I know if my members are using the tools?
A5: Surveys are good. We like surveys. In fact, we could 
do one for you. Metrics (e.g., Google Analytics) are also 
a good way to track usage. Your web service provider 
should know what you are talking about if you ask 
them. At some point in the near future, we may host all 
stats on our servers. We’ll let you know.

Any questions? We probably already have some answers.

Once you have these great tools, what should you do with them?

We’re thrilled that you’ve decided to partner with us to receive elegant and 

understandable market stats. We’re also excited to help you get your MLS, association 

staff, brokers, agents and media all on the same page with deceptively simple reports 

that go a long way toward a broader understanding of your local housing market.

• Post it to your website
• Post to your blog, Facebook, Twitter
• Include it in your (e)newsletters
• Show it to the local media
• Improve your public affairs

• Share with local government officials
• Share with nonprofits
• Share with local colleges and 

universities
• Forward to your Board of Directors

• Keep office staff informed
• Let your members know that 

they redistribute… DATA TO THE 
PEOPLE!

WELCOME

Desert your dry data for fly data.
10kresearch.com

Bactrian Camel
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Logos
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Digital Illustration

Hero image for AI content creation
2021

Come Home Laughing

Illustration for Book Cover
2017

Book cover design for the novel Come Home 
Laughing by Tanya Lyons about the process and 
healing involved with being an adult child of 
divorced parents. The image was first illustrated 
with ink, scanned and colored in Photoshop with 
the reference image overlayed as a ripped image.
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T-shirt Illustrations Unchanging Change

Layout and Illustration
2012

Document designed for a project during a semster 
at Central Saint Martins in London comparing two 
polar opposite contexts of a quiet farming scenery 
and the bustling city of London. The layout of the 
document as well as the illustrations aided the 
storytelling and the transition and tension of going 
inbetween these two settings.
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For more portfolio work visit: leahsands.com

For even more work visit: @sandswiches

That’s it for now!

http://leahsands.com 
https://linktr.ee/sandswiches

